ABSTRACT. In this paper, we investigate M(2,) in case 2. is a normal lattice of subsets of X and we extend the results to 1, 2'2-lattices of subsets of X such that 2.1 C 2-2 and 2,1 separates 2. 2. We define the outer measures /P and #" which prove very useful in proving some of the above results.
INTRODUCTION.
Let X be an abstract set and 2. a lattice of subsets of X. If 2_ is a normal lattice, then in previous papers consequences pertaining to I(2,)-the set of non-trivial finitely additive zero-one valued measures on .A(2,), the algebra generated by 2. have been investigated.
In the first part of this paper, we extend these results to M(2,), the set of non-trivial, nonnegative finite and finitely additive measures on .A(2,). We extend these considerations to 1,2.2-lattices of subsets of X such that 2-1 C 2-and 2-1 separates 2-2.
If tt (5 M() then an auxiliary finitely subadditive outer measure/t is associated with it and proves very useful in proving some of the above results. This along with another outer measure #" is considered in detail in the second part of the paper. It is shown that although/t might not be a regular finitely subadditive outer measure, it is still true that an arbitrary set E C X is/P- 
PROOF. Let L/, and >0. Since uMR(/,), there exists AcLt, A2. such that u(L) < t,(A). Since/, is normal, there exist B, C /' such that A C B C C C Lt. Hence, 
e., t, r,' on /,. # < t, on 2. and #(X)= (X)implies # _> t, on 2.'. Hence PROOE. (a) If E C Yu" then the relation clearly holds.
(b) Let /3 be arbitrary in X, B C At, A . We have: Let /M() and define the inner measure
THEOREM 10. The following statements are true: 
wm os fo. n z.z c g'.. tefo ,"(Z) ..f ,(g'.) > ,"( ) + ,"( ') =d i.
=1 =1
B was arbitrary in X it follows E f,,,. THEOREM 13. Let/ M(),E C X. E :f,, iff/,(E) =/'(E).
PROOF. Suppose E ',,. Then /(X) #'(E') +/'(E). By Theorem 10, /(X) =/,(E') +/'(E), so we have #'(E')=#,(E'). Hence t(X)-I'(E')=I(X)-I,(E') and then /,(E) =/'(E). Conversely, suppose #,(E)=/z'(E). Then 
